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Happy 28th Anniversary WFWP International!
From local to global and from global to local, the Women’s Federation for World
Peace has served and embraced countries, families and individuals beyond religion, race
or nationality.
On this 28th year since its founding on April 10, 1992, we express our heartfelt thanks to
the thousands and millions of women and mothers around the globe who have invested
their heart, soul and personal resources to grow this organization that is propelled by a
mother's heart.

Countless projects, seminars, services and educational programs worldwide and locally
have transformed women's (and men's) lives based on the simple philosophy of Living for
the Sake of Others and Living By the Logic of Love.
Our deepest gratitude and respect go to our WFWP co-founder, Dr. Hak Ja Han Moon,
also known as the “Mother of Peace", who has toured and impacted many parts of the
globe within the last few years with her message of “Peace Starts with Me”, and who
continues to be a shining light and model for women in all parts of the world. Together with
her husband and co-founder, the Rev. Dr. Sun Myung Moon, they foresightfully
announced the arrival of the era of women, who indeed are playing an increasingly pivotal
role in bringing about world peace.
The work of the Women's Federation for World Peace on each continent speaks for itself
(visit www,wfwp,org) and also here in the United States, where we can now see the fruit of
many years of investment.
As the globe is moving through this current crisis of the novel coronavirus, WFWP stays
committed to Living by the Logic of Love. In the words of Dr. Hak Ja Han Moon, given on
the occasion of the 10th anniversary of WFWP on April 10th, 2002 (full speech here):
"We must all push ahead in the conviction that no matter how wounded and scarred
this world becomes, it can be healed and cleansed by the substantial work of a
women's federation united in the vision of God's true love."
Happy 28th Anniversary to all who contributed for almost three decades to its growth
and success!
Sincerely,
Angelika Selle and WFWP USA

